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Motivation

• Asymmetric information is important in credit markets
• Holds in particular for SMEs

• Determinant of “financial structure” of an economy
• In aftermath of Great Recession: SMEs were among the most

affected by the volatile credit and banking environment (OECD,
2016)

• Banks overcome asymmetric information by requiring collateral
• Yet collateral is costly and is often scarcely available

• Borrowers may lack collateral, and collateral may have limited
pledgeability

• Volatile collateral values may limit credit capacity further exacerbating
economic downturns

• Building relationships with borrowers is another important channel
to overcome asymmetric information: learning borrower’s quality by
screening
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Research questions

Q1. Impact of bank-firm relationships on the provision of
secured and unsecured credit

• at the beginning of the relationship, driven by “expected
loyalty”

• over the course of a relationship

Q2. How does an asymmetric shock to the costs of banks’
lending technologies (EBA capital exercise) impact the
choice of lending technology?

• Role of bank-firm relationships
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This paper – hypotheses about Q1
• Banks choose between two costly technologies to identify creditworthy

projects – screening or collateral (e.g., Manove and Padilla (Rand 2001);
Karapetyan and Stacescu (2016))

• Collateral is costly due to liquidation losses; the technology does not
depend on average quality of the population

• Screening costs depends on the quality of the population
• Banks can extract rents later on in long-term relationships

• passed on ex-ante to borrowers through lower interest rates due to
competition. This makes the collateral technology more expensive

• This force is stronger if the firm is expected to be “loyal”

• Hypothesis 1 (H1): cross-sectional implication
• The potential for long interaction reduces the incidence of pledging collateral at the

beginning of the relationship
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This paper – hypotheses about Q1
• Banks learn over time about their borrowers and therefore may

substitute collateral with screening as the quality of their borrower
population improves over time

• Hypothesis 2 (H2): time-series implication
• Repeated interaction over time reduces the incidence of pledging collateral over the

course of a relationship

• H2 has received considerable attention and confirmation in the
literature (e.g., Degryse and Van Cayseele (JFI2000); Berger, Frame and Ioannidou
(JFE2011); Kysucky and Norden (MS2016))
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This paper – in context
• Bolton, Freixas, Gambacorta, Mistrulli (RFS, 2017):

• Relationship banks gather costly information about borrowers over time; usually charge
higher rates

• Yet, in a crisis that information allows to continue to lend and at lower interest rates
compared to transaction banks

• Beck, Degryse, De Haas, van Horen (JFE, 2017):
• firms closer to more relationship banks face less credit constraints in a downturn

• A bank's business model does not affect credit constraints in normal times

• Berger, Frame, Ioannidou (JFE, 2011):
• both adverse selection (learning) as well as moral hazard important for collateral

requirement

• Gropp, Mosk, Ongena, Wix (2017)
• study the impact of higher capital requirements (EBA capital exercise); reducing credit

supply (rather than raising new equity)

• This paper: Conditional on getting credit, is it collateralized or not?
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Data 

• We combine the following datasets from Portugal:
– monthly bank-firm exposure information on credit to firms incorporated in

Portugal (Central de responsabilidades de credito (CRC) of the Banco de
Portugal) – reporting threshold: 50 €; collateral information on loans

– annual financial accounts of Portuguese firms (Central Balance Sheet
Database (CNSD))

– Monthly bank balance sheet information (Monetary and Financial Statistics
of Banco de Portugal)

• Time coverage for collateral data: 2009-01 – 2013-12

• Time coverage for bank-firm relationship data: from 2005-01 onwards
• Reduces left censoring
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Data 
• Two indicators of intensity of bank-firm relationships

• Relationship potential (max.relationship): expected loyalty between the bank and
a firm – endogenous

• Count the number of loan interactions between a bank and a firm until the end of the
sample: the number of times there has been a change in total committed loan amounts
or an increase in number of loans.

• Max.relationship does not vary over time but in the cross-section and within the same
firm across banks

• Right censoring: we drop firm-bank pairs who have a relationship length less than 12
months as of December 2013

• use a prediction model of max.relationship at first bank-firm interaction

• Frequency of relationship interaction at time of loan origination
(cum.relationship): active time between the bank and the firm at the time of
origination of the new loan

• Count the number of loan interactions between a bank and a firm at the time of
origination of the new loan

• Cum.relationship is a time-varying measure within firm-bank
• Left censoring mild due to our data starting at 2005
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Data: Descriptives of data used in regression 

• About half of the loans are collateralized
• The median cum.relationship and max.relationship are 13 and 17

interactions, respectively
• Median number of bank relationships: 2
• Median firm has 8 employees 9



Test of H1: Collateral at the beginning of relationship

• is the predicted max. relationship

• Firms with a one standard deviation higher have a 2.5 to 3.5
percentage points lower likelihood of secured loans

• Impact of loyalty is more pronounced at small banks (3) than large banks
• In (4) we instrument “max relationship” (4) with max relationship at other banks,

and (5) employ a dummy High.max relationship =1 when above median 10



Test of H2: collateral over the relationship

• Cum.Relationship is the number of interactions up to the point of the loan being granted

• Firms with a one standard deviation more cumulative relationships have a 10
percentage points

• Impact of long relationships is more pronounced at small banks (3) than large
banks

• Confirmed if we employ a dummy High. Cum. relationship 11



Summary (Q1)

• In the cross-section (H1):
• Bank-firm pairs with a high relationship potential/ loyalty

(max.relationship) are less likely to have collateralized loans. This impact is
more pronounced at small banks

• Over the course of a relationship (H2):
• Bank-firm pairs with more frequent interactions (cum.relationship) are less

likely to have collateralized loans over the course of the relationship. This
impact is more pronounced at small banks.
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Q2. Shock to costs lending technology: The 
EBA capital exercise as natural experiment
• In Oct 2011, the EBA announced that major European banking groups had to increase their

capital buffer to cover risks linked to sovereign exposures

• This announcement came largely as a surprise as the EBA had conducted stress test in July
2011 and had already released information on banks’ sovereign exposures (Mesonnier and
Monks IJCB2015)

• 4 Portuguese banks are affected and have an aggregate shortfall of 22% of their total capital
or 30% of their tier1 capital

• How can treated banks reduce required regulatory capital in the Basle framework?

• Secured exposures receive a preferential risk weight in the Standardized Approach, or a lower
probability of default and loss-given default in the internal ratings based approach

• This unexpected EBA capital exercise can therefore be seen as a shock to the trade-off to
the lending technologies for the treated banks but not for the control banks
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Q2. The EBA capital exercise: Hypotheses

• Hypothesis 3 (H3): EBA capital exercise – general

• Affected Banks (treatment) are more likely to underwrite
collateralized loans than unaffected banks

• Hypothesis 4 (H4): EBA capital exercise – relationship customers
(DiDiD)

• While affected banks will more often require collateral, they will
do less so for high-relationship borrowers than for transactional
borrowers
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Q2. The EBA capital exercise: empirical results

• DummyAff.bank =1 if treated bank, 0 otherwise
• H3: DummyAff.bank*Post is positive: firms at treated banks have more often to pledge collateral
• H4: . * DummyAff.bank *Post and Cum.Relationship*DummyAff.bank *Post are negative:

the increase is less for relationship borrowers 15



Tentative Conclusions

• Use of collateral is pervasive in credit markets – repos, mortgages,
funding at central banks

• Using a comprehensive database on all loans in one economy, we
find that
• In the cross-section, firms with high relationship potential are more

likely to get unsecured loans

• Over time, firms with more frequent bank-firm interactions are more
likely to get unsecured loans

• Using the EBA capital exercise as a natural experiment impacting the
trade-off in lending technologies, we find that
• firms borrowing from treated banks less likely to get unsecured loans

• But less so for firms with high relationship potential or long
relationships

• Implications for financial structure: non-relationship borrowers may
not be protected from higher capital requirements – are substitutes
available 16


